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Systems with boundary

... usually the boundary at infinity





Let us go to the Riemann Sphere
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For God's sake, please give it up. Fear 
it no less than the sensual passion, 
because it, too, may take up all your 
time and deprive you of your health, 
peace of mind and happiness in life.
-Farkas Bolya

 [A letter to his son János urging him to give up work on non-Euclidean geometry.

On any network.....





Put the boundary at 
infinity 

Kakawa’s Salted Carmel time!

What does it look like? 



Indeed it is hyperbolic Boundary at infinity 

(open UniformHyperbolicChain.fig)



Hilbert's theorem (1901) states that there exists no complete 
regular surface S of constant negative Gaussian curvature K 
immersed in R^3. This theorem answers the question for the 
negative case of which surfaces in R^3 can be obtained by 

isometrically immersing complete manifolds with constant curvature.

Compare Nash’s Embedding theorem

MDS quality as a function of dimension



Reimann mapping theorem + history
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Charlse Peirce (1879)



open ThreeCentralGeodescis.fig

zoom



Geodesic Currents









“There is no branch of mathematics, however abstract, which may 
not some day be applied to phenomena of the real world.”
                                                                      - Nikolai Lobachevsky





“I have not had a moment's peace or happiness in respect to 
electromagnetic theory since November 28, 1846. All this time I 
have been liable to fits of ether dipsomania, kept away at intervals 
only by rigorous abstention from thought on the subject.”
                                                 -Lord Kelvin (to FitzGerald 1896)

* Dipsomania is a term USUALLY related to an incontrollable craving for alcohol.... the obsession is so compulsive that the 
dipsomanic will ingest whatever intoxifying liquid is at hand, whether it is fit for consumption or not. Dipsomania differs from 
alcoholism in that it is an uncontrollable periodic lust for alcohol, with, in the interim, no desire for alcoholic beverages. 

Ether Dipsomania is a term related to an incontrollable craving for a consistent and appealing theory of something in the form  
of an analogon to the theory of electromagnetism...the obsession is so compulsive that the ether dipsomaniac will....



Do you have a boundary?

Kakawa’s Salted Carmel time!


